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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Rhymes From a
World Unknown It is, I think, not unusual in people of talent to
doubt of their own abilities. Certainly it is so in the sphere of the
arts. The writer of these haunting little verses was always
uncertain of her poetic talent. She wrote so little in verse that the
fetters of metre perhaps weighed a little on her pen: but they left
her spirit singularly free. A well-known - perhaps the most
individual of our critics - has seen a wildness, a fineness of
consuming feeling in her verse, which has haunted his memory.
It is indeed strange and very sadly fanciful, and seems to me the
highest expression of her character and genius. I have collected
these few poems - would that she had had the confidence to
write many more - knowing that her friends will value them. It is
at once the portion and the privilege of introspective and
retiring natures to have few friends, but to keep those few
throughout life. The writer was no exception to...
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Completely essential go through book. I actually have go through and i am sure that i am going to going to read yet
again yet again later on. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Edwa r do R oha n III--  Edwa r do R oha n III

Complete guideline for pdf lovers. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your ebook. I am easily could
get a pleasure of studying a created publication.
-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD-- Pr of . Elwyn B oehm  MD
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